
The Tyrant 0.8.2 Mod Guide: 
By S A Z (Updated to 0.8.2 version) 
 
Legend: 
💚 = Love Scenes 
💋 = Corruption Scenes 
👍 = Good Points 
👎 = Bad Points 
👥 = Darker Paths 
💫 = Twisted and/or Extended Love/Corruption Scenes  
💻 = Fan art and/or Custom Renders 
💬 = Just Dialogue Scenes 
Activated = Will be activated after meeting certain requirements. Stays active as long as requirements are met. 
Repeatable = Can be repeated for Points or Scenes. 
Triggered = Can be triggered by doing certain actions in another event. Will need to be triggered each time to be viewed. 
MC = Main Character 
 
HOME Map 
MC Room 

● 5pm - Alexis - Scenes [💬] - Fetish Conditioning - Repeatable - Activated 
○ Activated by choosing the corruption option in the Dining Room - 1pm Nicole, Alexis event.  
○ Go to the MC ‘s Room at 2pm to 4pm. The MC can set up his laptop for Alexis to see fetish porn when she cleans the room at 5pm. If a single 

fetish option is chosen 4 times or more, then she will be conditioned to like that particular fetish. These unlock different dialogue in certain 
scenes. 

○ In particular when the Alexis Room - 2pm Alexis event occurs (takes place in the Secret Place) and select the Corruption options with 30 or 
more corruption. Then an Upstairs Shower - 3pm Alexis scene opens up where the MC can watch her masterbate through the key hole. 

○ Minor Festish Scenes (On Laptop) 
● 5pm - Alexis, Irina - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Fetish Scene - Repeatable - Activated 

○ If the MC chooses to show Alexis Lesbian Porn 4 or more times and the MC has 20 or more points in either [💚,💋] for Irina, this event 
triggers.  

○ Minor Kissing/Lesbian Kissing Scene. 
● Anytime - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable - Activated 

○ This event becomes accessible after the MC’s first date with Alexis. It can be selected from the MC Room menu then (Happens at 4pm in 
game time). 

○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of this event occurs when the MC’s relationship with Alexis is 5 or less. 
Alexis Room 

● 2pm - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 
○ Alexis will show the MC her Secret Place and can have some naughty fun there if Alexis Corruption Points are 30 or above. 
○ If the MC’s relationship with Alexis in 5 or less, then she will not be here. An Darker Paths [👥] event will be available from The Sleazy 

Weasel location. The Secret Place Icon will in the lower left hand side to start this event. 
● 9pm - Alexis - Scenes [💬,💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ Minor [💚,💋]Scenes. 
● 10pm - Alexis - Scenes [💬,💚,💋]  - Fetish Conditioning - Repeatable 

○ By selecting the corruption option the MC can repeat her fetish conditioning here as well. 
Cassandra’s Room 

● 2pm - Cassandra, Martin - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable 
○ Minor Scenes. 

Shower Upstairs 
● 7am - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Repeatable 

○ Minor Voyeur Scenes at first. 
■ New events occur after completing Alexis Basement Event - 4pm with either the Love [💚] or Corruption [💋] option. 
■ Access Love [💚]  events by having Love [💚]  Points > Corruption [💋] Point with Alexis. 
■ Access Corruption [💋] events by having Corruption [💋] Points > Love [💚] Point with Alexis. 

● 3pm - Alexis - Scenes [💬] - Fetish Dialogue - Repeatable - Activated 
○ Minor Voyeur Scenes that can have fetish dialogue. Activated by selecting the corruption options with at least 30 corruption points in the 

Alexis Room - 2pm Alexis event that takes place in the Secret Place. 
● 8pm - Alexis - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable 

○ Minor Voyeur Scenes. 
● 10pm - Cassandra - Scenes [💬]- Repeatable 

○ Minor Voyeur Scenes. 
Parent’s Room 

● 6pm - Cassandra - Scenes [💚,💋,💻] - Repeatable - Activated 
○ After Outing event with Cassandra, This scene unlocks. 

● 7pm - Nicole, Bruce - Scenes [💚,💋,💫,💻] - Repeatable - Activated 
○ Minor Sex Scene at first. 
○ After Outing event with Nicole, A new scene is available here with Nicole and Bruce. 



● 8pm - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Voyeur Scenes with some changes as [💚,💋] gets higher. 

● 12pm - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Molestation Scenes. 

Living Room 
● 8am - Nicole Points [💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ Minor Touching Scenes. 
● 10am - Cassandra - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ Minor Voyeur/Touching Scenes. 
● 2pm - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,💫,💻] - Repeatable - Activated 

○ Molestation Scenes 
● 3pm - Irina, Cassandra - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable - Triggered 

○ The first encounter is forced by the game, afterwards, additional scenes are triggered by having 5 points in either [💚,💋]. 
○ Irina - Meet 

● 9pm - Davide, Bruce - Scenes [💬,👍,👎] - Repeatable - Activated - Limited 
○ This scene becomes available after choosing the good option in the Front Door - 8pm Davide, Bruce event. 
○ Selecting the good option here will enable the Subway - 7am and 8am - Drug Delivery event on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
○ Only available until the MC delivers 2 or more Drug Boxes at the Subway - 7am and 8am Drug Delivery event. 

● 9pm - Davide, Bruce, Vivian, Miranda, Nicole  - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable - Activated 
○ This scene is activated by delivering 2 or more drug boxes at the Subway - 7am and 8am - Drug Delivery event. The MC becomes of Full 

Gang Member at this time, getting a basement key. 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of this event occurs when the MC’s relationship with Nicole is 5 or less. 
○ Miranda - Meet 

● 10pm - Davide, Bruce, Nicole  - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 
○ This scene is leads into the Living Room - 11pm Nicole event or the Basement - 11pm Nicole event when Nicole relationship points are above 

5 points.  
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of this event occurs when the MC’s relationship with Nicole is 5 or less. 

● 11pm - Nicole  - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Choosing the [💋]  options will lead to the major scene, choosing love ends the event earlier. 

Dining Room 
● 7am - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ Looking at Nicole’s Breasts will unlock that option in the Dining Room - 1pm Nicole, Alexis event. 
● 12pm - Nicole,Cassandra, Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ This is where new outfits can be gifted to Nicole to unlock more options in the Living Room - 8am - Nicole event. (More details at the end of 
the guide.) 

● 1pm - Alexis, Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Choosing the corruption option for Alexis will open up the MC Room - 5pm Alexis event, which can be used to access the MC Room - 5pm 

Alexis, Irina event. 
● 6pm - Nicole, Bruce, Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋,👍,👎] - Repeatable 

○ While the dinner is repeatable, the [💚,💋] and [👍,👎] points only occur only for the first time. 
Kitchen 

● 8am - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Minor Groping Scenes 

● 9am - Cassandra - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Choosing the corruption options lead to the Shower Downstairs - 10am Cassandra event. The love options, or doing nothing, will lead to the 

Living Room - 10am Cassandra event. 
○ Minor Scenes 

● 9am - Cassandra - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Repeatable - Activated - Basemen 
○ This event becomes active after the Living Room - 9pm Davide, Bruce, Vivian, Miranda, Nicole event where the MC becomes a Full Gang 

Member *. 
○ There is now a second Corruption [💋] outfit option that can be selected for a new scene. 

● 11am - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Minor Groping Scene. 

● 7pm - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ Groping/Fondling Scenes. 

Shower Downstairs 
● 7am - Nicole - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable - Triggered 

○ This event is triggered by drugging Nicole at the Basement - 11pm Nicole event. 
○ Learn Secret. 

● 10am - Cassandra - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable 
○ Minor Masterbation Scenes. 

● 3pm - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,💫,👥,💻] - Repeatable 
○ Event duration increases as [💚,💋] points increase. 

■ Custom events occur after completing Nicole Date 2 Love [💚] or Corruption [💋] option 
● Must have also purchased the Robe [💚] for Nicole and given it to her already. 

■ New events occur after completing Nicole Outing Love [💚] or Corruption [💋] option 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] event will occur when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 



Front Door 
● 1pm - Cassandra, Martin - Scenes [💚,💋,👍,👎] - Repeatable 

○ Make bad points > good points for Martin to activate more content in  Love [💚] path of Cassandra Date 1. 
○ Martin - Meet. 

● 8pm - Bruce, Davide - Scenes [👍,👎] - Repeatable* 
○ The event occurs until the good option is selected, this will enable the Living Room 9pm Davide, Bruce event that allows the MC to deliver 

drug boxes to become a Full Gang Member. 
● 9pm - Cassandra, Irina - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 

○ Minor Flirting Scenes. 
Basement 

● 4pm - Bruce - Scenes [💬] 
○ This event enables the Drug Selling Job $20 or $40 (Random) after becoming a Full Gang Member *. 

● 5pm - Cassandra - Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 
○ This Darker Paths [👥] event occurs when Cassandra Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

● 8pm - Cassandra, Bruce - Scenes [👥,💻] - Repeatable 
○ This Darker Paths [👥] event occurs when Cassandra Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

● 9pm - Cassandra, Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable - Outings 
○ Must be a Full Gang Member *. 
○ Must have completed one of the following for the access to the corresponding [💚,💋] event. 

■ Basement - Cassandra - Second Event - (Love [💚] option Completed) 
■ Basement - Cassandra - Second Event - (Corruption [💋] option Completed) 
■ Home event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Love [💚] option Completed) * * * 
■ Second Basement event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option Completed) * * 

○ If you don’t complete Nicole Outing first - Love [💚] or Corruption [💋] option - then Cassandra event will fail. 
○ Save before event to see different options as this event is not repeatable. 

● 10pm - Cassandra, Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable - Outings 
○ Must be a Full Gang Member *. 
○ Must have completed one of the following for the access to the corresponding [💚,💋] event. 

■ Basement - Cassandra - Second Event - (Love [💚] option Completed) 
■ Basement - Cassandra - Second Event - (Corruption [💋] option Completed) 
■ Home event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Love [💚] option Completed) * * * 
■ Second Basement event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option Completed) * * 

○ If you don’t complete Nicole Outing first - Love [💚] or Corruption [💋] option - then Cassandra event will fail. 
○ Save before event to see different options as this event is not repeatable. 

● 10pm - Bruce, Davide, Cassandra, Miranda, Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable - Activated - Orgy 
○ Must have completed Basement Nicole Outing Event to access this scene. 
○ New options added in the 0.8.2 version of the game 

● 11pm - Bruce, Davide, Cassandra, Miranda, Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable - Activated - Orgy 
○ Must have completed Basement Nicole Outing Event to access this scene. 
○ New options added in the 0.8.2 version of the game 

● 11pm - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Repeatable 
○ Choosing to drug Nicole will trigger the Downstairs Shower -7am Nicole event. 
○ The [💚,💋] scenes expand with increasing [💚,💋] points and by repeating the event. 
○ Which stat, [💚,💋], is higher will determine clothing and scene options in this event. 

● 11pm - Nicole, Davide, Bruce - Scenes [👥,💻] - Repeatable 
○ This Darker Paths event occurs when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 
○ Custom Animation for this added Event. 

● 12am - Nicole, Davide, Bruce - Scenes [👥,💻] - Repeatable 
○ This Darker Paths event occurs when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 
○ Custom Animation for this added Event. 

 
TOWN Map 
Tanning Salon 

● 10am - Frank - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable* 
○ Meeting Frank occurs once, which enables the Cleaning Job for $20 an event. The MC can do this from 10am to 6pm. The MC can also use 

the tanning beds for $20 during those times. There is no benefit when using the tanning beds, except when doing so at 4pm and 5pm opens 
up an event. 

○ Frank - Meet 
● 4pm - Irina - Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 

○ After meeting Irina, the MC will run into her here if the tanning bed option is selected. 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of the event occurs when Irina’s Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

● 5pm  - Nicole, Susan - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 
○ The MC will run into Nicole and Susan here if the tanning bed option is selected. 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of the event occurs when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 
○ Susan - Meet 

 
Fitness Studio 



● 9am - Nicole - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable 
○ This event is activated once the MC purchases a Gym Membership $100. 
○ The [💚,💋] scenes extend when their corresponding point values increase.  
○ Vivian - Meet - One of two places the MC can meet her. 

● 5pm - Cassandra,Irina, Kate - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable 
○ These events become available after purchasing a Gym Membership $100 here at this time. 
○ Must have met Kate at Sleazy Weasel first to see her here. 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of the event occurs when Cassandra Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

 
The Sleazy Weasel 

● 10am - Nicole, Vivian, Frank - Major Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 
○ The [💚,💋] scenes extend when their corresponding point values increase. 
○ The Darker Paths [👥] version of the event occurs when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 
○ Vivian - Meet - One of two places the MC can meet her. 
○ After meeting with Nicole, she mentions the MC can get a job here. 

■ Talk to Vivian about getting a job the next day. Accept the Job. 
■ Then the MC can work here every weekday to get $50 a day. 

● 7pm - Cassandra, Irina, Martin, Vivian, Kate - Scenes [💚,💋] - Repeatable - Activated 
○ Event with Cassandra and Irina is accessible when the MC has 5 or more Bad points for Martin and select Cassandra’s corruption options. 
○ Kate - Meet 

 
Subway 

● 7am and 8am - Subway Girl - Scenes [💬] - Repeatable* 
○ This event is available if the MC has drug boxes in his inventory, obtainable in the Living Room - 9pm Davide, Bruce event.  
○ Once the MC Delivers 2 or more drug boxes gaining $75 for each delivery, the Living Room - 9pm Davide, Bruce, Vivian, Miranda, Nicole 

event become accessible. At this point, if the MC is out of drug boxes, this event becomes inaccessible. 
 

Secret Place 
● 2pm - Alexis - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 

○ This Darker Paths [👥] event will occur when Alexis Relationship Points are 5 or less. To access it, visit The Sleazy Weasel and the icon for 
the Secret Place will be in the lower left hand corner. 

 
MESSENGER Events 
Nicole 

● Message 1 - 10am - Weekdays - Nicole Love points 20 or more. 
● Message 2 - 10am - Weekdays - Nicole Love points 40 or more. 
● Message 3 - 10am - Weekdays - Nicole Love points 60 or more. 
● Message 4 - 10am - Weekdays - Nicole Love points 80 or more. 
● Weekend Text - Subway - Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 

○ Completed Weekend - Nicole - Date 1 with Darker Paths [👥] option. 
○ Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

Irina 
● Date 1 - Restaurant - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Repeatable 

○ Accessible through the Messenger system after 10pm on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays after meeting Irina for the first time. 
● Date 2 - Barn - Scenes [💚,💋,👥] - Fetish Scene 

○ Accessible through the Messenger system after 4pm on weekdays. 
■ Must have shown Alexis Lesbian Porn 4 times 
■ Must have viewed the Alexis/Irina event in MC Room at 5pm 

Davide/Alexis 
● Weekend Text - Secret Place - Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 

○ Completed Secret Place - 2pm - Davide, Alexis Darker Paths [👥] event. 
○ Alexis Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

 
WEEKEND Choices 
Morning Breakfast Event with Alexis, Cassandra, and Nicole [💬] 

● Options to tell Nicole about different girls the MC is interacting with. 
 
Nicole 

● Date 1 - Restaurant - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable 
○ Need $200 to initiate date. 
○ Increasing [💚,💋] points will increase the duration of the date. 
○ The Darker Paths version of the event occurs when Nicole Relationship Points are 5 or less and by selection the option to hide separately. 

● Date 2 - Basement - Scenes [💋,💫] - Repeatable 
○ Need to have completed Date 1 and the 11pm Basement and chosen the [💋] options at least once. 

● Date 2 - Basement - Scenes [💚,💫] - Many Sex Options 
○ Needs to have completed Date 1 and have 50 or more [💚] points. 

● Bonus - Living Room - Scenes [💫,💻] - Repeatable 



○ Need to have completed Date 2 either [💚] or [💋] version and 100 [💚] or [💋] points matching the Date 2 version you chose. 
Alexis 

● Date 1 - Barn - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Repeatable 
○ Need $20 to initiate date. 
○ There is a choice as to whether or not Alexis and Davide should be friends. Select the yes option to enable some scene changes in Reaction 

events and Night Events and a few dialogue changes through out. 
● Date 2 - Barn - Scenes [💚,💫] - Repeatable - Many Sex Options 

○ Needs to have completed Date 1 and have 50 or more love points. 
Cassandra 

● Date 1 - Mall - Scenes [💚,💋,👥,💫] - Repeatable 
○ No Requirements 
○ Have 5 or more Bad points for Martin to proceed further in the date.. 
○ Increasing [💚,💋] points will increase the duration of the date too 
○ The Darker Paths version of the event occurs when Cassandra Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

● Date 2 - Friend’s Apartment - Scenes [💚,👥,💫] - Repeatable 
○ Needs to have completed the Kitchen - 9am - Cassandra event (Her introduction to the basement event) and have 50 or more love points. 
○ Irina guest stars in this event was well. 
○ This Darker Paths event will occur when Cassandra Relationship Points are 5 or less, Date 2 completed once already, and if the MC has 

already met Frank. 
 
NIGHT Events 
Nicole 

● 2am Kitchen - Major Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 
○ This Darker Paths event will occur when Alexis Relationship Points are 5 or less. 

Alexis 
● 2am Basement - Scenes [👥] - Repeatable 

○ Darker Paths - Nicole Relationship 5 or less and Davide and Alexis are friends 
● 4am Basement - Scenes [💚,💋,💫] - Repeatable 

○ This event is triggered with the Kitchen - 8am Alexis event if the MC is a Full Gang Member and has a 50 Love / 30 Corruption points for 
Alexis. 

○ Select the Pussy option during the Corruption [💋] option and new scene will occur. 
 

REACTION Events 
Nicole 

● Kitchen, Early Morning 
○ Date 1 event 
○ Kitchen 2am event 
○ Basement 9pm event 

Alexis 
● MC Room, Early Morning 

○ Date 1 
○ MC Room Anytime event 

Cassandra 
● Kitchen, 9am 

○ Date 1 
 
General Note on Points: 

● Relationship points are just used to in game purposes to either enable or disable Darker Paths events. If you want Darker Paths events to occur, keep 
then below 6. If not then 6 and above will keep those scenes at bay. You don’t need a certain amount above 6 to unlock anything, so you can keep them 
as high or low as you want, within the guidelines listed above 

● Some scenes require a certain amount of Love or Corruption points to be full experienced. The amounts required vary a lot, so when in doubt, no scene 
requires Love or Corruption points to be over 100. So if your Love or Corruption points are at least 100, you should be able to unlock any scene with 
those point requirements. However some events to use the higher of the two stats for variation in dialogue and some scene options. Keep that in mind. 

 
Clothing Specific Events 
Nicole 

● Clothing Specific Events are Unlocked by Purchasing Outfits - Requirements for the Outfits are also Listed in the Shop  
○ Red Dress [💋] - $75 - (Fondle, Rub, French Kiss, Finger Pussy, Handjob, Blow Job, Deep Throat, Sex - Pussy and Ass) 

■ 30+ Corruption (Points) 
■ Be a Full Gang Member * 
■ Second Basement event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option Completed) * * 

○ Sweater + Pants [💚] - $75 - (Caress Arm, Hold Hands, Kiss, French Kiss, Rub, Handjob) 
■ 30+ Love (Points) 

○ Babydoll [💋] - $150 - (Fondle, Rub, French Kiss, Finger Pussy, Handjob, Blow Job, Deep Throat, Sex - Pussy and Ass) 
■ 30+ Corruption (Points) 
■ Be a Full Gang Member * 
■ Second Basement event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option Completed) * * 



○ Robe [💚] - $150 - (Caress Arm, Hold Hands, Kiss, French Kiss, Rub, Handjob, Visual Tease) 
■ 80+ Love (Points) 
■ Home event (Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Love [💚] option Completed) * * * 

Alexis 
● New clothing available for purchase and can be given to her at 12pm in the Dining Room (Lunch Event with Alexis, Cassandra, and Nicole) 

○ Corruption [💋] Clothing - These don’t currently activate any new scenes, they are purely cosmetic at this point. 
■ Heart Dress - $75 

● 30 Corruption [💋] Points 
■ Lingerie - $150 

● 60 Corruption [💋] Points 
○ Love [💚] Clothing - These don’t currently activate any new scenes, they are purely cosmetic at this point. 

■ White Top & Jean Skirt - $75 
● 20 Love [💚] Points 

■ Grid Suit - $150 
● 50 Love [💚] Points 

Cassandra 
● New clothing available for purchase and can be given to her at 12pm in the Dining Room (Lunch Event with Alexis, Cassandra, and Nicole) 

○ Corruption [💋] Clothing - These don’t currently activate any new scenes, they are purely cosmetic at this point. 
■ Rocker Outfit - $75 

● 30 Corruption [💋] Points 
■ Lingerie - $150 

● 60 Corruption [💋] Points 
○ Love [💚]  Clothing - These don’t currently activate any new scenes, they are purely cosmetic at this point. 

■ Jeans Outfit - $75 
● 20 Love [💚]  Points 

■ Pajamas - $150 
● 50 Love [💚]  Points 

 
* How to become a Full Gang Member 

● Front Door - 8pm - Davide, Bruce event - Unlocks the Living Room - 9pm - Davide, Bruce event (Answer Doesn’t Matter, Either way will unlock the 
next event.) 

● Living Room - 9pm - Davide, Bruce event - Receive Drug Box to deliver at the Subway - 7am and 8am - Subway Girl event. (Will need to be done 
twice 

● Subway - 7am and 8am - Subway Girl event - After delivering the second Drug Box the  Living Room - 9pm Davide, Bruce, Vivian, Miranda, Nicole 
event unlocks. 

● Living Room - 9pm Davide, Bruce, Vivian, Miranda, Nicole event - Complete this event to become a Full Gang Member. 
 

* * To do the Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option, do the following: 
● Need to have done the Weekend - Nicole - Date 1 once - Choices don’t matter when unlocking the next event. 
● Need to have completed the  Basement - 11pm - Nicole event and selected the Corruption [💋] option at least once. 
● The Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Corruption [💋] option is now accessible. 

 
* * * To do the Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Love [💚] option, do the following: 

● Need to have done the Weekend - Nicole - Date 1 once - Choices don’t matter when unlocking the next event. 
● Have 50+ Love (points) 
● The Weekend - Nicole - Date 2 - Love [💚] option is now accessible. 


